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EDITORIAL

Virtual reality in stroke rehabilitation: virtual 
results or real values?
Realidade virtual na reabilitação de AVC: resultados virtuais ou valores reais?
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S even Capital Devices for the Future of Stroke Rehabilitation was the title of a review 
published seven years ago by our group, in which we analyzed the most promis-
ing technologies for neurorehabilitation1. They were: robots, virtual reality, brain 
computer interfaces, wearable devices for human movement analysis, noninva-

sive brain stimulators (such as transcranial direct current stimulation and transcranial 
magnetic stimulation), neuroprostheses, and computers/tablets for electronic clinical 
records and planning1.

Seven years later, we can now take stock of the situation. We must be honest: on one 
hand, we can surely affirm that the above-proposed technologies have really been the most 
developed and applied in these last years, but on the other hand, we should say that ques-
tions about their efficacy are still open, as reported by Cochrane reviews highlighting the 
need of further studies2,3. 

However, every month, new studies claiming the efficacy of technological rehabilitation 
are published, and this continuously-growing amount of literature reveals the lack of defini-
tive proof; otherwise all these studies would have been unnecessary. This “efficacy para-
dox” could potentially give us many more years of research without any conclusive results, 
especially because the more technology is adaptable to the needs of the patients (as clini-
cians want), the less the protocol to test the efficacy of that technology is standardizable (as 
researchers want)4. 

Furthermore, the pressure on researchers to publish, the optimism about the use of tech-
nologies of some clinicians, the hopes of patients and their caregivers about new miraculous 
approaches, and the commercial interests of technology companies, may lead to some mis-
leading claims in the mass media. For example, in many scientific and journalistic papers, 
some electromechanical devices without any intelligence on board are improperly called 
“robots”, nonimmersive video games are called “virtual reality”, the expressions “mind power” 
or “force of thought” are associated with brain computer interfaces1. Market analysts expect 
that the greatest developing field for robots in the next five years will be rehabilitation, com-
pared with other fields5. Conversely, computers, the Internet and smartphones have changed 
our lives and were not directly developed for rehabilitation, but this clinical field may ben-
efit from all the developed know-how. Virtual reality should be differentiated by video games, 
referring to a high-end user-computer interface involving real-time stimulation based on the 
three “I’s”: immersive experience, interaction, and imagination6. 

In this scenario, the recent study by Ogun and colleagues clearly shows all the potentials 
of using a Leap Motion controller interfaced with 3D immersive virtual reality to improve the 
upper extremity functions in patients with ischemic stroke7. The Leap Motion controller is an 
optical tracking system including three infrared light emitters and two infrared cameras for 
tracking hand and finger kinematics, interfacing them with a virtual environment developed 
as a human-computer interface. In 2014, our group published the first feasibility pilot study 
proposing the use of Leap Motion in neurorehabilitation, noting its advantageous features: 
it is precise, markerless, low-cost, small, and easy to use8.

Ogun and colleagues have confirmed our intuition: they found that virtual reality reha-
bilitation guided by a Leap Motion controller appeared to be effective in improving upper 
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extremity function and self-care skills (but not functional 
independence), more than conventional therapy, in a wide 
sample of patients7. 

Many studies have reported that the sense of presence, 
of body ownership and agency elicited by virtual reality are 
similar to those in the real environment, and daily life activi-
ties have been replicated in virtual environments for train-
ing patients. But what is the real value of virtual reality in 

rehabilitation if it is just a replication of a real environment? 
Virtual reality can also elicit amusement, arousal and valence, 
even more than in the real environment, as happens in vir-
tual reality-based video games. Amusement can improve 
participation, arousal can improve brain activities, valence 
can improve learning9. It seems to be time for a generation 
of amusing and immersive virtual reality for improving real 
outcomes in neurorehabilitation.
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